WDSG
Keeping in Touch
We are living in difficult times and when we want to keep our friends around us. However,
we have to keep our social distance or isolate and the comfort of meeting together to chat,
sing or laugh is sadly not possible at the moment. Pabulum members, volunteers and
friends are all working together to keep as much contact going as possible and this
newsletter is part of the effort.
So, in this edition you can see a message of support from our Patron Lady Dannatt, I have
scanned some inspirational drawings from our friends at Ashleigh Primary school sent
especially to keep us cheerful and our Admiral Nurse Jo has sent in some useful
information. We will have a regular joke and a poem or two, photo opportunities and a
brain teaser. We would also love to have any photos or news from you to add to the next
newsletter.

Keeping in contact
If you need any help please don’t hesitate to make contact
Email Sarah or Deborah on
organiser@wdsg.org.uk
Sarah’s mobile number is 07391659057
Deborah mobile number is 07586312809

We have a vibrant face book group so if you are not on it go and have a look or get a friend
or family member who uses face book to have a look for Wymondham Dementia Support
Group-WDSG
If you are on WhatsApp text Sarah on the mobile number above and she will add you to
the group.
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Letter from our Patron the Lady Dannatt, HM Lord-Lieutenant of Norfolk
22/03/220
Dear Pabulum Friends,
As you can imagine, I am Patron of a number of Norfolk charities, but few, if any, have
afforded me such a deep and abiding pleasure as my association with WDSG. I stand in
awe of all that the leaders, volunteers and most of all, you the carers, membership and
backbone of this extraordinary, vibrant and selfless organisation achieve on a near daily,
sometimes hourly basis ... I truly salute you all.
So, it will come, I hope, as no surprise that you are all, each and every one of you, so very
much in my thoughts and on my heart at the moment. Life is going to be tough for us all
over the next few months; but for some of you it will be tougher than for most. I am about
to light a candle (or several!) to place in our window as requested by the Archbishop and
Bishop of Norwich at precisely 7.00 pm tonight, Sunday evening. The candles will represent
Christian solidarity in prayer; but more than that they will represent hope. Never lose sight
of that sure and certain hope .... things WILL get better over time. And who knows ... I
think there is going to be a large silver lining to this particular cloud, so let’s just keep on
watching, waiting and hoping, together, day by day. And I hope the sun shines frequently,
and our gardens bloom to compensate for everything else along the way!
And I for one can’t wait to be back with you all for sing-songs, laughter, chat and fun. And
I promise I haven’t forgotten about those promised ice creams either! Just keep well, keep
safe and look after each other till then ... but knowing you all as I do, you will be doing
nothing less, of that I am certain.
With my very best wishes and love to you all
Pippa
Poetry Corner
It was only a sunny smile,
And little it cost in the giving,
But like morning light
It scattered the night
And made the day worth living.
F. Scott Fitzgerald
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Our wonderful friends at Ashleigh Primary School have been thinking of us and have sent
some pictures. Here are three but there are more to follow
This one with a lovely message is from Eva

And words of wisdom from Ugne
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And finally, thank you Anya…the singing dogs are amazing

Time for a joke?
There is a real risk to the fans of Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin they need to isolate from
the Crooner virus.
Courtesy of Ian…..Someone must be able to do better than this. We await your
contribution for the next edition
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A personal message and some good advice from our lovely Admiral Nurse Jo.
Dear All,
Some of you may know me already but for those who do not, I am Jo, the South Norfolk
Admiral Nurse. My job is to support those struggling with their job of caring for a loved one
with a formal diagnosis of dementia. Carers can be referred by the GP if they require
support/education to deal with challenging behaviour’s, communications difficulties or
struggling to cope with their role as a carer.
Please remember that you never have to struggle on alone. If you have any concerns about
caring for someone with dementia through the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, please
call the dementia specialist Admiral Nurses on our Helpline, on 0800 888 6678 or email
helpline@dementiauk.org.
The Helpline is open seven days a week, 9am-9pm Monday to Friday, and 9am-5pm on
weekends.
We do have waiting lists unfortunately but we endeavour to get in touch as soon as
possible to assess your needs. For those of you already on my caseload I will be getting in
touch with you in the next few weeks but you can continue to contact me on the office
telephone number.
Here is the advice from our Admiral Nurses on looking after yourself and the person with
dementia throughout this period of time.
Self-isolation or quarantine
We advise everyone to read the government guidance for households with possible
coronavirus infection, which includes specific information for those living with a vulnerable
person.
It can be difficult to explain to a person with dementia why they should wash their hands
more frequently, or why you are trying to avoid touching them. You will need to make the
decision whether it is possible for you to sleep separately or stay two metres (three steps)
away from each other. If it is not possible – try to not worry or feel guilty about this. You
are doing your best under very difficult circumstances. If the person you care for is
reassured by your presence and your touch, then that itself is very important.
During this time, while you are at home, make sure you have everything you need for the
foreseeable future. Organise an online grocery delivery or ask friends and family to do this
for you. Try and arrange repeat prescriptions to be delivered or again, to be picked up by
family and friends. If this is not possible, check local website Next Door (or equivalent; you
might have to register) for local support groups that have started operating to help people
in self-isolation. These deliveries can be left at the front door for you.
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Coping without support groups or day centres
As day centres close and support groups stop meeting, it is imperative that you find other
ways to give yourself some respite. The best thing you can do during this time is try to both
stay entertained and distracted. If possible, set up different areas around your home so
that you can move from activity to activity: watch favourite films and musicals in the living
room. Listen to the radio in the kitchen. Do jigsaw puzzles at the table. If you can, take
walks around the garden.
Ask friends and relatives to bring you films, puzzles, music, games – anything you think the
person with dementia might like to do. Again, they can leave these outside the front door
for you.
Staying physically active during this time will help to keep you mentally and physically well.
If you feel well enough, and have access to countryside where you will not come into close
contact with other people, then try and get outside for a walk. This can become part of a
new routine for you, as well as give you both something to talk about when you get back
home.
If you have a garden, go outside when possible – especially now the weather is warming up.
Finding things to do outside or simply sitting in whatever sunshine we may get over the
next few weeks will help. Fresh air and green space will help lift the spirits and also provide
some stimulation. If you can, plant up a few plant pots with seeds or flowers that can be
placed near the windows. If you have a garden shed, there may be some projects in there
you can try – like making a bird feeder.
Missing friends and family
If you have other people you usually see or who visit you, make a point of keeping in
contact. Set up a regular phone call or video conversation with them, so that you are
staying connected to the world outside and still checking in on the people you care about.
For support or advise, please call the Admiral Nurse Dementia Helpline on 0800 888 6678
or email helpline@dementiauk.org.
Take care of yourselves and please tell someone if you need
further support.
Best Wishes
Jo Emerson
Admiral Nurse (Ketts Oak) Central Norfolk Admiral Nurse
Service.
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Photo Competition

As these primroses outside Fairland church show -Corona Virus or not - spring is definitely
on its way and it won’t be long until we are spending more time in the garden. We look
forward to receiving your spring photos or just you looking lovely and spring like --- send to
organiser@wdsg.org.uk
When we are back in action and meeting again we will select a winner.
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Can you complete these sayings?
Answers in the next edition

A stitch in time
It’s no use locking the stable door after
Absence makes the heart
All that glitters is not
Early to bed early to rise, makes a man
A new broom sweeps
All’s well that
A bird in the hand is worth
A chain is only as strong as its
A change is as good
A fool and his money
A friend in need
A little knowledge is a
A little of what you fancy
A picture paints a thousand
A problem shared
A rolling stone gathers
A watched pot never
Actions speak louder
All work and no play makes Jack
All’s fair in love
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Popular author Alexander McCall Smith whose books include “The no1 Ladies Detective
Agency” Series and “Corduroy Mansions” has written a poem for our troubled times which
was published very recently on 19th March 2020.
Thank you to Mr McCall Smith’s team who have allowed us to publish the Poem, they emailed
to say “We hope it brings some comfort and joy in these unusual times”

A Poem for our times by Alexander McCall Smith
In a time of distance
The unexpected always happens in the way
The unexpected has always occurred:
While we are doing something else,
While we are thinking of altogether
Different things – matters that events
Then show to be every bit as unimportant
As our human concerns so often are;
And then, with the unexpected upon us,
We look at one another with a sort of surprise;
How could things possibly turn out this way
When we are so competent, so pleased
With the elaborate systems we’ve created –
Networks and satellites, intelligent machines,
Pills for every eventuality – except this one?
And so we turn again to face one another
And discover those things
We had almost forgotten,
But that, mercifully, are still there:
Love and friendship, not just for those
To whom we are closest, but also for those
Whom we do not know and of whom
Perhaps we have in the past been frightened;
The words brother and sister, powerful still,
Are brought out, dusted down,
Found to be still capable of expressing
What we feel for others, that precise concern;
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Joined together in adversity
We discover things we had put aside:
Old board games with obscure rules,
Books we had been meaning to read,
Letters we had intended to write,
Things we had thought we might say
But for which we never found the time;
And from these discoveries of self, of time,
There comes a new realisation
That we have been in too much of hurry,
That we have misused our fragile world,
That we have forgotten the claims of others
Who have been left behind;
We find that out in our seclusion,
In our silence; we commit ourselves afresh,
We look for a few bars of song
That we used to sing together,
A long time ago; we give what we can,
We wait, knowing that when this is over
A lot of us – not all perhaps – but most,
Will be slightly different people,
And our world, though diminished,
Will be much bigger, its beauty revealed afresh.

Have you enjoyed this newsletter what else would you like to see?
Let us know organiser@wdsg.org.uk
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